
PARTY HAIR AND MAKEUP GUIDE 
Casual Cocktail 

 
Taking your daytime office makeup, and adding a pop of shimmer and color for this Casual 

Cocktail look! 
MAKEUP 
Step 1: Press a medium matte brown eyeshadow on to the outer corner of your lid. 
Step 2: Blend the eyeshadow into the crease with a fluffy blending brush. 
Step 3: Press a light shimmer eyeshadow into lid. (optional: press pale gold glitter eyeshadow 
into lid for an extra pop) 
Step 4: Add a highlight of your choice to your cheeks and underneath the high part of your 
eyebrow. 
Step 5: Finish with a Brite Bar Beauty Kissable Cocktail in the shade Cabernet for a bright pop 
of color on the lips! 
 

 
 



 
HAIR  

Check out this easy and simple pull through braid! 
 

Step 1: Take the top section of hair above the ears and put that in a ponytail. (Optional: Leave 
some wispy pieces out around the face.)  
Step 2: Take the next section just behind the ear and put that in a ponytail as well. (Optional: 
wrap a small piece of hair around the first pony to hide the band) 
Step 3: Take the first ponytail and split that in half and place it on either side of the second 
ponytail and clip the second pony out of the way. 
Step 4: Take the hair from the first ponytail and band it together with the next section just below 
the second ponytail.  
Step 5: repeat step 3 with the next ponytail until you work your way down the length of the hair. 
Step 6: gently pull the hair or pancake the hair to make the braid appear more fluffy.  
Step 7: this step is optional depending on how long your hair is. Since our model has shorter 
hair we tucked the end of the braid up so the ends were hidden.  
And that’s it!!!  

 
 



Little Black Dress 
Taking your daytime office makeup, and creating a sexy bronze smoky eye to compliment the 

perfect LBD! 
 

MAKEUP 
Step 1: Press a dark brown matte eyeshadow into the outer corner of the eyelid. 
Step 2: Blend the brown eyeshadow into the crease with a fluffy blending brush. 
Step 3: Press a bronze shimmer eyeshadow onto the lid leaving the inner corner bare. 
Step 4: Blend a light bronze or gold eyeshadow on the inner corner and into the bronze shade. 
Step 5: Using an angled brush blend the dark brown shade into the lash line of the top and 
bottom lashes. (Tip: use a small amount of product and blend slowly) 
Step 6: Add a highlight of your choice to your cheeks and underneath the high part of your 
eyebrow. 
Step 7: Finish with a Brite Bar Beauty Kissable Cocktail in the shade Rum Coke or Society Sip 
for a soft brush of color on the lips! 
 

 
 



 
 
HAIR: 
 

How to create an elegant chignon in a few easy steps!! 
 

Step 1: Take a section on either side of the head from the front hairline to just behind the ear 
and clip it out of the way. 
Step 2: Begin to tease the hair in small sections down the center of the head. 
Step 3: Tease the sides as well. This gives an overall voluminous look and keeps you from 
having the “bump it” look. 
Step 4: Smooth and pull back the teased hair into a low ponytail leaving out a small section at 
the nape.  
Step 5: Lightly tease the hair in the pony to create a fluffier bun.  
Step 6: Begin to wrap and pin the hair of the pony into a bun.  
Step 7: Take the hair at the nape and wrap it around the bun we’ve created with the ponytail 
and pin it. 
Step 8: Smooth and adjust any hair in the front that may be out of place. 
Step 9: Wrap the front pieces that we sectioned off in the beginning around the bun in the back 
and secure with pins.  
 

 



 
 



Naughty or Nice 
 

Whether you have a lot of time to get ready or just a little, we can show you how to create 
two different looks in just a few easy steps. The only question is, Are you Naughty or Nice? 

Nice 
MAKEUP: 
Step 1: Start with a skin tone neutral eyeshadow and blend this into the crease. This makes it 
easier to blend out the next color. 
Step 2: Using a semi-dark matte pink shade, begin blending the outer corner into the crease. 
You want a really soft wash of pink color.  
Step 3: Using that same pink, smudge it into the lower lash line, concentrating the color on the 
outer corner and blending it inward. (optional: and a little bit of a matte dark brown on the lash 
line to add depth) 
Step 4: Take a shimmer eyeshadow in a pearl or gold shade and press into lid softly blending it 
into the pink.  
Step 5: Use this same shimmer shadow in the inner corner of the eye and under the high point 
of the brow. 
Step 6: Add a very subtle highlight to the cheeks, a soft blush with shimmer may work well for 
this. 
Step 7: Finish with a Kissable Cocktail in Blogger’s Tonic which is a very soft nude pink gloss. 

 



HAIR: 
Step 1: Prep the hair using dry shampoo and a heat protectant or thermal spray. 
Step 2: Loosely curl the hair with a one-inch barrel all over. Finish with a light hold hair spray. 
Step 3: Braid a dutch braid on one side of the hair until just behind the ear. 
Step 4: “Pancake” the braid. Just gently pull the sections on the braid to create a fuller looking 
braid then secure with band. 
Step 5: The hair not in the braid, twist along the nape and drape over the shoulder opposite of 
the braid. Secure with bobby pins. 
Step 6: Fluff out the curls on your shoulder, spray with hairspray and you're done! 
 

 
 

 
 



Naughty 
MAKEUP: 
Step 1: Take a black cream base, (this can be an eyeliner pencil, gel liner [can dry quickly] or 
even a black cream eyeshadow.) Blend this all over the lid and lightly into the crease. Be careful 
this can get messy, add a little at a time until it is dark.  
Step 2: Take a fluffy blending brush and blend a neutral color eyeshadow around the edges of 
the black to eliminate any harsh lines. 
Step 3: This is the fun part, you can use a black eyeshadow, or in this case we used a color 
shifting pigment in a blue green color and packed it all over the lid. This is a little twist to the 
traditional black smoky eye.  
Step 4: Smudge some of the pigment or black shadow into the lower lash line. 
Step 5: Add a dark eyeliner to the water line. We used blue here but black is the go to for smoky 
eyes.  
Step 6: add the same liner to the upper lash line as well. Be sure to smudge it into the lashes. 
We don't want any sharp or harsh lines.  
Step 7: Add a highlight shade to the inner corner and brow bone. 
Step 8: Lashes are a must!! Add strip lashes to the upper lashes. 
Step 9: Add a cheek highlight, feel free to use a loose highlight for a more intense look. 
Step 10: Finish with our Kissable Cocktail in Rum Coke which is a matte nude shade!! 
 

 



 
HAIR: 
This can be done with straight or curled hair.  
Step 1: Take the top ⅔ of your hair and smooth using a pomade or cream and put in a high 
ponytail on top of your head, leaving the bottom ⅓ of the hair out. 
Step 2: Clip the ponytail up and out of the way. Gather the remaining ⅓ of the hair and put in a 
ponytail very close to the first ponytail we did.  
Step 3: Split the smaller ponytail in 2 and wrap it around the first pony finishing in the back by 
securing with a band. 
Step 4: Tease the ponytail lightly to add some extra volume. Hairspray and you’re done!!   
  

 
 


